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BASICS

Comexi CI8 & ESI EB Basics



The Basics: CI8 EB OFFSET

THE COMEXI OFFSET SOLUTION
COMEXI OFFSET is our range of offset printing systems for flexible packaging. These state-of-the-art 
machines are the result of combining the benefits of the variable format offset technology and central drum 
flexo printing in a flexible packaging machine.

This combination surpasses the conventional in-line offset printing presses, because it can be easily print 
thinner and more stretchable materials. The process is completely ecologically responsible and accepted for 
food packaging. 

The inks used are electron beam cured.
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The Basics: CI8 + EB OFFSET | What is it?
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Type GEARLESS

Colours 8

Printing width 
(mm) 

850 / 1050

Material width 
(mm) 

900 / 1100

Minimum format 
dimensions (mm)

455

Maximum format 
dimensions (mm) 

930

Maximum speed 
(m/min)

300*

Dimensions (m)
15.70 x 5.51 
x 5.65 m

EB unit



CI8 + EB: Value Proposition
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Faster Job Change

Sleeve and servo technology
Light weight sleeves made of aluminum or PU-composite (available 
from various manufacturers) allow a repeat range in infinite steps 
and fast job change. When the current print job on the press is 
finished, the sleeves for the next job are standing ready, with plates 
and blankets mounted, to be loaded in the machine and to get the 
new job going within minutes.

Servo drive technology, on the individual printing cylinders, 
combined with the CI design, guarantees fast color-to-color register 
set-up, and high register accuracy during the whole print run.

Faster pre-press
Litho offset plates can be imaged and processed in minutes and 
are ready for immediate use on the press. This reduces press down 
time and guarantees that the next job is ready and prepared 
before the current job is finished. Offset pre-press also allows more 
flexibility in production planning and thus greater flexibility for the 
brand owner.
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Automated job set-up
Due to the high level of automation of press functions all 
parameters can be stored and recalled for identical or similar print 
jobs. Ink fountain profiles can be easily preset with the ink coverage 
data from pre-press (CIP4). Ink/water curves can be freely selected 
from programmed curves to individual modified curves.

Many settings are automatically calculated for each individual 
repeat length, for example form-roller contact to the plate, 
pressure contact between the individual printing cylinders, etc.

Job data storage recall
Recall all data from a previous identical or similar job and get the 

press ready to run within minutes.



Sustainable Process
EB curing
Electron Beam curing is a process where the ink 
basically is a fluid mixture of monomers and 
oligomers, completed with pigments and other 
additives.

Passing the EB unit, the fluid ink is penetrated by 
electrons at a high speed. The energy, released 
when the electrons hit and penetrate the fluid layer, 
starts the polymerization process of the inks, leaving 
a complete solid ink layer on the printed substrate.

No Photo Initiators
Unlike UV curable inks, EB curable inks do not 
contain any photo initiators. Typically photo initiators 
are the components in an UV ink that tend to 
migrate The absence of photo initiators in EB inks 
reduces strongly the risk of migration issues and 
makes this process perfectly suitable for the printing 
of food packaging applications.

No solvents
Litho EB inks do not contain any solvents. When 
passing the offset roller train the thixotropic 
character of the ink creates a viscosity drop. This 
behavior in combination with the dampening water 
and the correct temperature of the roller train will 
lower the viscosity sufficiently to achieve the 
required properties for optimal ink transfer.
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Reduced heat impact
EB curing systems do not produce the typical heat, mainly coming from IR 
radiation, produced by UV curing systems. The heat impact of UV systems affects 
the substrate and all the press components in nearby areas in a negative way, 
creating deformation and tolerance issues. UV systems require additional cooling 
on the press increasing costs for operation.

Low energy consumption
There is no air used to vaporize solvents and there is no elaborate air circulation 
systems with burners, blowers, or excess chill rollers. There are also no solvent 
collection or thermal oxidation systems and their associated utility and 
maintenance costs. The typical EB drying process is up to 1/10 the energy 
consumption of a typical thermal drying system. 



Lowest Image Cost
Thinner substrates and waste reduction
The CI allows running thinner and more elastic substrates in comparison to in-
line press designs.

Litho plates and pre-press
Pre-press for offset plate making is typically done in-house close to the press, 
which makes it the fastest of the conventional printing technologies. The 
imaging of the plates is very fast and at low costs compared to the 
conventional flexo plate making or gravure cylinder processing. Cost of the 
offset plates is low and plate imaging and processing is done in few minutes. 
Offset allows you to choose from the widest range of screening technologies, 
to have the perfect match to your product.

Non printed stock
The fast pre-press and low prepress costs in combination with exact job 
repeatability allow individual short runs at a competitive price level. No need 
for gathering multiple short run jobs over a period of time, including storage of 
the bulk of the printed stock, to cover future deliveries.

Production planning
The short pre-press times and fast press make-ready in offset allow more 
flexibility when it comes to produce late orders just-in-time without 
jeopardizing the actual planning. (With the speed of offset pre-press and press 
make-ready you can deliver before your competition has even started!)

Daily cleaning maintenance
Using EB inks, cleaning of the print units is not required on a daily basis. The 
EB inks can stay overnight in the roller train without the risk of drying or skin 
forming.
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Highest Quality Image

CI design
The CI design is superior over in-line design litho
web presses due to the superb position stability of 
the web on the surface of the CI.

Offset process standards
The offset printing industry is characterized by its 
high and international standards laid down in the 
various ISO standards, but also in the process 
standards of many leading institutes like FOGRA, 
GATF, ICC and others.

Multiple Screening technologies
Apart from reproduction of 2% and 98% screens 
and over 80 L/cm, offset is perfectly capable of 
working with most modern digital screening 
methods allowing you to pick the optimal process 
conditions for your job.

Secure brand technologies
Offset’s accurate process repeatability combined 
with the right set of standard procedures secure 
stable and predictable color reproduction, 
independent from geographical location or time of 
the year.
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BASICS

Electron Beam
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EB: Value Proposition
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Markets And Applications

Where is EB Used? How is EB Used?
Coating Ink Adhesive Crosslink

Converting X X X

Labels X X X

Films X

Silicone X

Tapes X X

Tires X

Furniture X

Flooring X X

Batteries X

Packaging* X X X X
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*Packaging is the largest growth area for EB technology.



EB Flexible Packaging Applications
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EB Coatings

EB Inks

EB Laminating Adhesives

EB Crosslinking



Benefits of EB
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Highest scuff, 
chemical, and 

abrasion resistance.

Highest heat 
resistance.

Most controllable 
COF.

Safe for food.  
No odor. 

No extractables.

NO
PHOTOINIATORS.

NO 
post cure.

NO 
aromatic amines.  

NO 
isocyanates.



How Does EB Achieve Highest Quality? The answer: 100% Cure.
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Carbon-to-Carbon 
Molecular Bond after 

Non-EB Curing

Carbon-to-Carbon 
Molecular Bond after 

EB Curing

Results in this vs. 100% Solid Cure



How Does EB Work?

High voltage is applied to 

tungsten filaments inside a 

vacuum chamber. 

Filaments are super-

heated electrically to 

generate a cloud of 

electrons. Electrons are 

drawn from the cloud and 

accelerated to extremely 

high speeds. Accelerated 

electrons pass through a 

foil window to penetrate 

the target product. 

Electrons cause desired 

molecular changes in the 

product.
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EB Processor



Comexi CI EB offset press with EZ LP
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x

EB unit

EB cures seven (7) colors and EB coating instantly

EZ LP. 
NO Drum. 
Good for paper, foil, 
and most films.



Comexi CI EB offset press with EZ CR
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x

EB unit

EB cures seven (7) colors and EB coating instantly

EZ CR. 
Drum. 
Good for thin, 
extensible films.
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ESI EZ Cure



EZ CURE PRODUCT LINE: 
The Most Extensive Standard Low Voltage Product Lineup

LOW VOLTAGE

PRODUCT LINE

FLEXOBEAM

CR (chill roll)

LP (low profile)

DF (down fire)

FC (folding carton)

LS (low speed)

SF (side fire)

 ESI has 170+ low voltage 
(<125 kV) worldwide

 Outsell all others 8:1

 Highest Uptime & 
Reliability

 Lowest total 
operating costs
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EZ Cure Benefits
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Designed specifically for NEW and 
EXISTING COMEXI CI8 EB OFFSET Presses

Smallest footprint, lowest profile for NEW 
or RETROFIT installations

Highest reliability and uptime –
guaranteed highest foil lifetime

Highest speed of any EB – able to match 
maximum press speeds

Lowest N2 consumption of any EB

Lowest electrical consumption



Drum or No Drum ̶ You Decide. ESI Has You Covered.

No Drum
Less upfront capital 

cost

Less installation cost

Easier to clean and 

maintain
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Drum
 If films are thin or 

extensible

 Your runs are 
very wide

Conclusion: The vast majority of flexible film can be 
processed with NO DRUM. Due to the low temp rise 

of the EB process, typically less than 5 ºC.



THE WORLD LEADER IN ELECTRON BEAM

ESI:



ESI: You’ve Got Questions. We’ve Got Answers

Everybody has questions.  Turn to 

the company with all the answers.

Let our proven process maximize 

your chances for commercial 
success.

Bring your product to market faster 

with our know-how and industry-
wide supply chain relationships.

Lest us help you optimize your cost 

structure by evaluating different 
chemical options or suppliers.

Save money by getting the right 

machine design for your 
application.
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Total Solution Approach



Experienced leadership

 40+ years in continuous business  

 Largest installed base and market 
share worldwide

 Partnerships with supply chain 
leaders

 Intimate knowledge of 
applications and trends

 History of proven, customer-
driven innovations

 Documented references from 
world’s largest users
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Prove concept, scale up & run trials

 Get to market faster with our 
proven product development 
process.

 Prove your concept in our 
Wilmington, MA pilot facility.

 Scale up your idea on our high 
speed pilot line in WI.

 Run production trials with our 
demo lines around the globe.

 ESI Toll coating services while 
you’re waiting for delivery.

 Optimize performance and cost 
with our pilot assets around the 
globe.
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Standard or Custom: We've got you covered

 EZ Cure:  Optimized standard designs 
for low voltage printing applications

 Electrocure:  Largest library of proven 
custom designs for high voltage 
applications

 Product and process engineers who 
listen to your needs

 Largest dedicated engineering staff 
ready to custom design a system for 
you

 300kV demo lines to assist in 
development, scale up or testing

 Our customer base includes the most 
sophisticated printers and converters 
in the world
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EZ Cure Electrocure



Dedicated project management

 Dedicated project managers with 
international experience

 Communication protocol with all 
stakeholders.

 Identify deliverables and create 
work breakdown structure

 Jointly develop and manage 
master schedule.

 Effectively manage risk during 
project execution.

 Institute corrective action when 
necessary.

 Continuing world-class training 
and support of end users.
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International lifetime 24/7/365 support 

 Best in class operator and 
maintenance training included 
with all machines.

 24 / 7 / 365 customer support.  
Always a live voice.  Always an 
engineer.

 Get up and running faster with 
remote service diagnostics 
available on all new machines.

 Largest field service support team 
with in-house personnel on three 
continents.

 Largest spare parts inventory to 
support largest installed base in 
industry.
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WWW.EBEAM.COM

Contact Us


